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F

rom hastily sketched figures on napkins to complex medical illustrations, hand-drawn images
have long been a means of conveying information. Often, an artist condenses the information to
the most important details, creating a simple, clear,
and meaningful image. The artist accomplishes this refinement
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a computer-generated
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ages, we will focus solely on stippling, a pen-andink subset. Figure 1 shows examples of stippling in
hand-drawn illustrations.
In stippling, the artist places dots on a surface of
contrasting color to obtain subtle shifts in value.
These dots can vary in size, volume, and arrangement to create the illusion of different texture,
tone, and shape. To visually describe forms and
objects, the artist begins by placing dots randomly
on the surface and then gradually fills in areas
from these seed dots.1 Thus, stippling represents
fine details and textures using points. Since points
are the simplest graphic primitives, automating
stippling is an attractive goal. Researchers have developed many techniques for creating interactive,
computer-generated stipple renderings.2,3 However,
an important question has gone unanswered: Do
computer-generated stipple images have the same
aesthetics as hand-drawn stipple images?
To answer this question, we use image-processing texture analysis techniques. The first step in
texture analysis is defining the concept of texture.
Image processing uses two main approaches to defining texture: structural and statistical. The structural approach defines texture as a set of primitive
texels that contain a regular or repeated relation-
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Computer stippling systems
Many computer illustration systems incorporate
stippling algorithms. Deussen and colleagues were
among the first researchers to computationally
create stipple images.2 They render polygonal models into a continuous tone image and then convert
these target images into a stipple representation.
To do this, they apply half-toning techniques to
arrive at an initial stipple distribution and then
interactively apply relaxation based on centroidal
Voronoi diagrams (Lloyd’s algorithm), using specialized brushes to space the stipple points more
evenly. They suggest using a Poisson disc distribution to simulate the artistic stipple distribution.
In contrast to this interactive approach, Secord uses a fast probabilistic method that places
small stipple primitives.3 He also performs iterative relaxation using centroidal Voronoi diagrams
but doesn’t require interactive adjustment of the
stipple spacing with brushes. Instead, he weights
the computation of the centroidal Voronoi dia-
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ship; the statistical approach defines texture as a
quantitative measure of the arrangement of intensities in a region. Examples of structural textures
are wood grain and brush strokes; statistical textures include random patterns such as those of
stone or ice. To apply common texture analysis
methods to NPR techniques, we must first determine which type of texture the technique produces:
structural or statistical.
A cursory glance at a stipple image makes it clear
that structural analysis is not appropriate because
isolating a pattern for analysis would be difficult,
if such a pattern even exists. Moreover, most stippling systems rely on a random distribution of
stipple points. Therefore, statistical texture analysis is the most appropriate approach for analyzing
stipple textures, and structural analysis methods
found in recent texture synthesis algorithms (for
example, in Wang and colleagues4) are not appropriate. To analyze the aesthetics of hand-drawn
and computer-generated stipple textures, as well
as comparable photographs of natural textures,
we use image analysis metrics associated with the
statistical texture approach—specifically, the graylevel co-occurrence matrix.5 Although we could
use other statistical methods (for example, in Qin
and Yang6), we have found GLCM most appropriate for analyzing stipple textures.
From the GLCM, we calculate texture properties such as energy, correlation, and contrast. By
comparing these properties in an array of stipple
images, we can learn which features these textures
have in common and where current stipple algorithms fail in producing textures similar to handdrawn ones.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Stippling in hand-drawn scientific illustrations, depicting tone
and shape features.

gram on the basis of the input image’s local gray
level. As a result, stipples are automatically packed
more densely in dark regions and more sparsely in
lighter regions.
Schlechtweg, Germer, and Strothotte (hereafter
referred to as Schlechtweg) take a different general
approach.7 They have created a multiagent system
called RenderBots to position NPR strokes, including stipples, based on a stack of geometric buffers
generated from a 3D model. Each stipple bot represents a single stipple dot and sees only its local
neighborhood. It is capable of simple actions such
as trying to go to dark regions while avoiding other
stipple bots. By simulating this behavior, RenderBots achieves a similar stippling distribution as
the previously mentioned techniques, albeit with
more randomness. Sousa and colleagues (hereafter referred to as Sousa) approximate stippling by
using short, serrated ink strokes modeled directly
over the mesh’s edge.8 This technique places and
stylizes strokes using parameters extracted from
the mesh’s surface, resulting in the precise-ink illustration style.

Two stippling aesthetics
Although NPR stipple techniques capture many
aspects of hand-drawn image styles, there are visible dissimilarities between computer-generated and
hand-drawn images. In a recent study in which
participants compared hand-drawn and computer-generated pen-and-ink drawings, Isenberg and
colleagues found that participants usually could
distinguish between the two categories.9 The distinguishing features of stipple images were stipple
point density, the use of shading, and the presence
of artifacts. Artifacts included unwanted regularity in computer-guided dot placement, leading to
the formation of lines, in contrast to the more
random placement of dots in the hand-drawn images. There were also intentional artifacts in the
shape of hand-placed dots, in contrast to the very
regular, rounded computer-generated dots. These
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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differences might serve a purpose beyond added
visual interest: an analysis of texture properties
of hand-drawn and computer-generated images
could potentially be used to classify them into two
separate categories if the differences are common
within a set.
Isenberg and colleagues’ study also showed that
the differences between hand-drawn and computer-generated images did not necessarily lead people
to appreciate or like one category more than the
other. On the contrary, participants said that they
liked both categories of images, each for different reasons, and would use them in different domains. Thus, we can conclude that although NPR
techniques have potential for improvement, handdrawn and computer-generated stippling involve
two different aesthetics.

Although no formal
metric has been introduced
for distinguishing handdrawn and computergenerated stippling,
differences clearly exist.
Hand-drawn stippling aesthetics
As a visual style, stippling fills an important role
in medical, scientific, and technical illustration.
With its ability to depict tonal variations, stippling
is well suited for illustrating objects with fine detail, subtle texture, and small changes in shading.
A limitation of line illustration techniques in general is that the individual marks must be smaller
than the finest detail to be depicted. In stippling,
this is rarely a concern. Gradients and soft edges
are relatively easy to create by varying the size and
density of marks. However, long lines and hard
edges are relatively difficult to create using stipples. For particular illustrations, stippling is the
preferred choice because other pen-and-ink techniques, such as hatching, might be mistaken for
contours in the images. The random placement of
stipples in medical illustrations provides for tone
and shape, while not creating any undesired directional cues. This is not to say, however, that creating structures in stippling is always undesired.
In creating stippled illustrations, artists must
address several interrelated issues. First, they must
choose the physical characteristics of the marks,
including size, variability, and frequency. Second,
they must choose edge- and shape-handling techniques, which affect shape and form recognition
as well as depth cues from interacting shapes. Fi64
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nally, they must choose form-shading techniques,
which emphasize and deemphasize objects. All
these factors contribute to the perceived aesthetics of hand-drawn stipples.

NPR stippling aesthetics
Computer artists typically create stipples in NPR
by placing points explicitly or using small short
strokes that approximate stippling. NPR stipple
creation involves choosing a stipple primitive and a
stipple distribution. Algorithmic stipple placement
enables computer-generated stipple illustrations to
use a far greater number and thus a higher density of
stipple points. This means that smaller dots can be
used, resulting in potentially finer detail. Strict use
of a model and a shading computation leads to an
almost realistic depiction of the illustrated shapes.
Another factor influencing the aesthetics of NPR
stippling is the choice of dot or line shapes. Explicit point placement techniques usually employ
dots ranging from perfectly symmetric to slightly
irregular, asymmetric, but still rounded marks to
simulate hand-drawn dot-by-dot stippling.2,3 Short
strokes are typically asymmetric to replicate the
precise-ink stippling technique.8 Depending on the
type of rendering, the mark size is sometimes close
to the final resolution of the pixel image, leading
to pixels or small groups of pixels representing one
dot or one short stroke. Again, all these factors
contribute to the perceived stipple aesthetics.

Distinguishing the aesthetics
Although no formal metric has been introduced
for distinguishing hand-drawn and computergenerated stippling, differences clearly exist. One
difference might be the potential preciseness of
computer-generated stipples compared with handdrawn stipples, as discussed by Isenberg and colleagues.9 This preciseness could lead viewers to
sense sterility or rigidness in computer-generated
stipples. Such qualities are not always undesirable.
More detailed structures can show more accurate
shape, shading, and illumination. Furthermore,
computers are very good at creating patterns,
which can enhance the perception of object features. Such structures might be more difficult
to represent in hand-drawn images. In contrast,
hand-drawn images can seem less sterile to viewers because many natural surfaces have statistical
properties that imply self-similarity, meaning that
any extracted sample will have properties similar to the whole. Self-similarity is often found in
natural textures. If these natural properties exist
in hand-drawn images, but not in computer-generated images, this difference could explain the
visible dissimilarities between hand-drawn and
computer-generated images. However, if we con-

sider this in terms of textures, it is possible that
placing points explicitly, as opposed to placing
small marks, will fall into separate texture classes
(that is, statistical or structural).

Statistical texture analysis methods
As we previously stated, the two common texture
analysis methods are structural and statistical. A
structural approach works well for regular patterns, but the lack of discernible patterns in stippling requires using a statistical approach. There
are many statistical texture analysis algorithms
designed to represent textures for comparison.
GLCM, Fourier power spectra, and texture spectra
are some of the more common approaches.
We have chosen the GLCM algorithm to analyze stipple textures for several reasons. First, studies in perceptual psychology have shown that the
GLCM closely matches levels of human perception.10 Second, many studies have shown that this
method outperforms others in texture discrimination. For example, Weszka, Dyer, and Rosenfeld
analyzed GLCM performance in comparison with
three other algorithms on a set of aerial-photographic terrain samples.11 Their study showed
that GLCM outperformed other algorithms with
respect to textural feature derivation. Finally, we
use the GLCM algorithm rather than more recent
algorithms, such as advanced implementations of
the gray-level difference histograms12 and graylevel aura matrices.6 Although these methods are
appropriate for texture analysis and synthesis,
we don’t need their ability to catch structures in
textures because stipple artists avoid producing
oriented textures or unintended patterns.1 Thus,
algorithms that measure anisotropy and texture
symmetry are not necessary and might not be adequate for comparing stipple textures.

Applying GLCM to stipple textures
A GLCM is a two-dimensional array L in which
rows (r) and columns (c) represent a set of possible gray-tone values G. The value L(i, j) indicates
how many times value i co-occurs with value j in a
given spatial relationship defined by d. If we allow
d to be a displacement vector (dr, dc), where dr is
the displacement in rows and dc is the displacement in columns, the co-occurrence matrix Ld for
an image, I, is defined
Ld = |{[r, c]| I[r, c] = i and I[r + dr, c + dc] = j}|
Figure 2 illustrates this equation with a simple 4
× 4 image I and two different co-occurrence matrices for I: L[0, 1] and L[1, 1]. In this example, I
consists of three different gray levels, denoted 0,
1, and 2. For L[0, 1], we have used a horizontal
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Figure 2. Two GLCMs (L[0, 1] and L[1, 1]) for sample image I, with three
levels of gray values (0, 1, 2). The GLCMs are indexed by the gray values,
and each matrix entry contains the co-occurrence of value i with value j
in spatial relationship d.

displacement vector of unit length, and position
[0, 0] in the GLCM has a value of 4, indicating
that j = 0 appears directly to the right of i = 0 four
times in I. Similarly, in L[0, 1] position [0, 1] has
a value of 0, indicating that j = 1 never appears directly to the right of i = 0 in I. If we use a diagonal
displacement vector of unit length and direction
(1, 1), our GLCM for I will be L[1, 1]. Here, in L[1,
1], position [0, 0] has a value of 3, indicating that
j = 0 appears directly diagonal to i = 0 three times
in the image.
Once the GLCM, Ld, is calculated, it is typically
normalized to a matrix, Nd, so that the values lie
between 0 and 1. Thus, we can regard the co-occurrence values of Nd as the probability that one
gray level will occur with respect to another gray
level in direction d:
Nd =

Ld [i, j]
i
j Ld [i, j]

∑∑

From this result, we can see that the GLCM
captures texture properties but is not directly useful for further analysis, such as comparing two
textures. Instead, we compute textural statistics
from the GLCM to represent the texture more
compactly. Of the 14 textural statistics proposed
by Haralick, Shanmugam, and Dinstein,5 Baraldi
and Parmiggiani found six independent texture
measures: energy, contrast, variance, correlation,
entropy, and inverse difference movement. Baraldi and Parmiggiani investigated the meanings of
these statistical GLCM parameters.13 They found
energy and contrast the most efficient parameters
for discriminating different textural patterns.
Furthermore, they found that in an image without probable linear dependencies, correlation is
efficient in statistically discriminating areas with
low textural content. Given the random placement
of the initial stipple distribution by artists and
computer programs alike, we can assume that the
probability of linear dependencies in a stipple texture is low. Thus, our work uses only three texture
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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statistics for comparison: contrast, energy, and
correlation. We derive these features from the
normalized co-occurrence matrix.
The first property we analyze is texture contrast. Contrast represents the difference between
the highest and lowest values of a contiguous set
of pixels. This implies that a low-contrast image
is not characterized by low gray levels but rather
by low spatial frequencies. Thus, GLCM contrast
is highly correlated with spatial frequencies. We
define contrast as
Contrast =

∑ ∑(i − j) N [i, j]
2

i

d

j

The next property we analyze is energy. Energy
measures textural uniformity. When only similar
gray-level pixels are present in an image patch, a
few GLCM elements will be close to 1, while many
elements will be close to 0. In that case, energy
reaches values close to its maximum. Therefore,
high energy values occur when the texture’s graylevel distribution has either a constant or a periodic form. We define energy as
Energy =

∑ ∑ N [i, j]
i

2
d

j

Finally, we look at texture correlation. GLCM
correlation is expressed as the correlation coefficient between two gray levels in the texture. High
correlation values (near 1) imply a linear relationship between the gray levels of a pair of pixels.
Correlation can be measured either in high- or
low-energy situations and is uncorrelated with the
GLCM contrast metric. We define correlation as

Correlation =

∑ ∑(i − µ )( j − µ )N [i, j]
i

j

i

j

d

σiσ j

where µi and µj are the means and σi and σj are
the standard deviations of the row and column
sums of Nd.
To effectively compare different stipple textures, we gathered a set of computer-generated
images representing systems that use 3D geometry, producing vector graphic output or pixel images. 3,7,8 In addition, four medical and scientific
illustrators provided hand-drawn images for our
study: William M. Andrews, Andrew Swift, Emily
S. Damstra, and Gerald P. Hodge. We compared
the computer-generated images with the images
of one or more of the artists. We also compared
two hand-drawn images with two natural-texture photographs.
To compare the texture samples shown in Figure
66
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3a and other figures in this article, we performed
several image preprocessing steps. We scan-converted and down-sampled each vector image so
that the smallest stipple covered approximately one
pixel in each image, thus letting us apply GLCM
to analyze stipple density. Similarly, we scanned
the hand-drawn images in black and white at high
resolution and down-sampled them to approximately the same resolution as the vector images.
After down-sampling all the images, we cropped a
small texture sample of 50 × 50 pixels from each
image. Next, we performed an initial analysis of
these texture samples to determine the optimal
parameters needed to create the GLCM.
To use the GLCM effectively for texture analysis,
we must first make reasonable choices of GLCM
parameters. Texture analysis requires choosing
window size, offset direction, offset distance,
number of gray levels to quantify the picture, and
statistical measures. We have already explained
the texture measures we use—contrast, energy,
and correlation. Furthermore, given the randomness of stipple patterns and the fact that stipple
images are essentially black and white, we planned
to create texture statistics along only one directional vector and quantize the image to a small
number of gray levels.
The purpose of our first analysis, therefore, was
to make sure that the offset direction would not
affect our texture statistics. The relation between
the reference pixel and its neighbor can be in any
one of eight directions (north, south, east, west,
or the four diagonals). Since north is opposite of
south, and likewise east of west, we can reduce
the number of directions to be analyzed to four.
We computed texture statistics using four offset
directions: northeast, east, southeast, and south.
We calculated 40 different GLCMs for each offset
direction, with magnitudes of 1, 2, …, 40, where
we used the maximum magnitude 40 to avoid
problems near the edges of the texture. We used
12 texture samples, spanning our range of handdrawn and computer-generated images. We then
plotted texture statistics, and the results of this
analysis confirmed that the offset direction does
not affect the texture statistics for stipple textures.
This analysis ensures that the stipple patterns lack
any consistent directionality.
In addition to ensuring the independence of
texture statistics from the offset direction, we
had to analyze the effects of down-sampling and
scanning. In our stipple images, only two unique
gray levels should represent black and white. To
verify that scanning and down-sampling didn’t
introduce any graying artifacts, we calculated the
GLCM multiple times by changing the number of
gray levels used to quantify an image. We com-
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Figure 3. Hand-drawn and computer-generated stippling in anatomical illustrations. (a) Stipple images of a partial skeleton,
with detail samples indicated by red squares. Images from left are a hand-drawn illustration by Andrew Swift and illustrations
generated with techniques of Secord,3 Sousa,8 and Schlechtweg.7 (b) Texture statistics from samples in (a): correlation (left),
contrast (middle), energy (right).

puted texture statistics using the same texture
samples as the directional analysis and varying
the gray levels rather than the direction. We used
gray-level values of 2, 8, 64, and 128 for quantization. We used a horizontal offset vector and
calculated 40 different GLCMs for each quantization. We then plotted texture statistics. The
results confirmed that the number of gray levels
used for quantization doesn’t affect the energy or
correlation statistics for stipple textures, implying
that only two different gray levels exist in the images. Contrast, on the other hand, varied widely
because this property is scaled by the number of
gray levels; however, results remained consistent
within the scaling.
From our earlier analysis, we chose to create GLCMs for texture analysis using 50 × 50-pixel texture samples. We then created GLCMs from these
samples, using horizontal offsets of (0, 1), (0, 2),
…, (0, 40). Each GLCM uses eight different gray
levels to quantize the image. Then we calculated

and compared correlation, energy, and contrast
statistics for the textures.
The sample size choice was necessary to avoid
taking unwanted lines or other structures from
the images under analysis. However, a sample of
any size can be used as long as it contains only the
stipple texture. The results remain consistent even
when the sample size varies.

Results
Figure 3b presents the three texture statistics
plots of the texture samples in Figure 3a. Each
plot displays the corresponding texture statistic
in relation to the magnitude of the offset direction. Figure 3b (left) shows the texture correlation of the four samples. Three of the correlation
plots (Swift’s, Secord’s, and Schlechtweg’s) have
smooth curves falling from a high correlation at
an offset of one pixel to a low correlation as the
offset approaches approximately five pixels. In contrast, Sousa’s texture correlation plot resembles
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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that of a random distribution. The smooth falloff of Schlechtweg’s and Secord’s plots is the only
characteristic similar to Swift’s correlation plot.
Schlechtweg’s plot contains an oscillating function, indicating an underlying pattern in the
texture structure. Secord’s plot shows similar oscillations along with a sharp secondary spike, also
not present in the artist’s plot.
Figure 3b (middle) shows the texture contrast
of the same four samples in relation to the offset magnitude. Again, we see smooth curves in
Schlechtweg’s and Swift’s graphs. These curves
indicate that the contrast to neighboring pixels
is low, but farther from the reference pixel, the
contrast becomes high. Schlechtweg’s graph again
displays periodicity, indicating an underlying pattern in the texture. Secord’s plot also indicates a
low contrast to neighboring pixels; however, the
change in contrast levels in this image is noticeably sharper than in Schlectweg’s image or the
hand-drawn image (Swift). Again, Sousa’s plot
indicates a random distribution of pixels with a
varying contrast among pixels across the board.
Figure 3b (right) shows the samples’ texture energy in relation to the offset magnitude. Again,
we see discrepancies among the techniques. The
hand-drawn image has a smooth curve, with a
slightly higher set of energy values corresponding
to pixels neighboring the reference. This value levels off to a constant value, indicating that once the
offset is a certain distance (about five pixels) from
the reference, the texture maintains a constant
level of uniformity, where a value of 1.0 for energy would indicate a constant image. Schlechtweg’s
plot has a curve similar to Swift’s, simply offset at
a lower value. Secord’s plot has a similar but less
pronounced shape, with a value near zero, indicating that the uniformity of the texture produced
is very low. Similarly, Sousa’s plot is a constant
value with a fairly high energy level, indicating a
random stipple distribution. The high energy most
likely results from a low stipple distribution over
the image.
These plots show that hand-drawn textures tend
to have a strong local correlation among neighboring pixels, indicating that hand-drawn stipple
points tend to have other stipple points drawn
nearby, and the distribution tapers off as the artist works outward from that area. This strong local correlation also accounts for the low contrast
among neighboring pixels and the uniform energy
level. In contrast, the computer-generated textures
either show no local correlation (Sousa) or contain unwanted patterns (periodicity for Secord
and Schlechtweg).
We analyzed another set of images from the
same systems and artist. Figure 4a shows the four
68
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stipple images. Again, we took texture samples
from each image, analyzed them with the GLCM,
and plotted the same texture statistics. Comparing
the graphs in Figure 4b with those in Figure 3b
shows that the textures from the stippled arrowheads have similar texture statistics to those of the
stippled skeletons. The main difference in Figure
4 is in Sousa’s texture, where the contrast and energy values have changed because the sample came
from a densely stippled rather than a sparsely stippled area. To strengthen our findings, we took a
second sample set from these images and applied
the GLCM analysis. The results (Figure 4c) are
comparable to those in Figure 4b.
Our next analysis used images and texture samples from the same three computer-stippling systems, as well as hand-drawn images by William M.
Andrews and Andrew Swift. Figure 5a (page 70)
shows the images and samples. Figures 5b-5d show
texture statistics for the samples. Here, the two
hand-drawn textures have similar texture statistics,
although the two samples exhibit different tones.
When we compare the texture statistics in Figures
5b-5d with our previous results, we see similar features among the different systems.
Next, to demonstrate the lack of directionality
in stipple textures, we applied the GLCM algorithm to the texture samples of Figure 5a, varying
the offset vector direction. Figure 5b shows texture
statistics based on a horizontal offset. In Figure 5c,
the statistics are based on a vertical offset. Finally,
Figure 5d shows the statistics based on a southeast
offset. In each case, changing the directional vector had little effect on the textural descriptors, so
we conclude that these textures are directionally
invariant. We applied other directional vectors to
these textures as well as to other texture samples,
and all results were consistent with the findings
presented here.
Finally, we compared two hand-drawn images (a
cicada by Gerald P. Hodge and an artifact by Emily
S. Damstra) with two natural-texture photographs.
Figure 6a (page 71) shows the images and samples.
The two natural textures (granite and quartzite)
appear to have a random surface pattern, making them appropriate for GLCM analysis. Figure
6b shows the texture statistics for these samples.
Although the curves representing the hand-drawn
images aren’t quite as smooth, they are still similar
to those of the previous hand-drawn textures. The
natural textures show a strong local coherency in
neighboring pixels with a much more pronounced
fall-off curvature than even the hand-drawn textures. Likewise, the low local-contrast level and
the low energy values of the real-world textures are
much closer to the statistics of hand-drawn textures
than to those of computer-generated textures.
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Figure 4. Hand-drawn and computer-generated stippling in archaeological illustrations, with two samples each. (a) Stipple
images of an arrowhead, with enlarged images of stipple samples. Images from left, are a hand-drawing by Swift and computergenerated illustrations from Secord, Sousa, and Schlechtweg. (b) Texture statistics from sample set 1 and (c) texture statistics
from sample set 2.

To further verify these results, we applied the
GLCM algorithm to a larger texture sample in our
images. Figure 7a (page 72) shows one example.
Here, each sample is approximately 150 × 150
pixels and is down-sampled so that the smallest
stipple covers one pixel. We created GLCMs from
these samples using horizontal offsets of (0, 1),
(0, 2), …, (0, 140). We took the third sample in
Figure 7a from a slightly different portion of the
plant to obtain a larger number of stipples. Figure
7b shows texture statistics similar to those of Fig-

ure 5b. We also performed the same analysis for
larger samples of the arrowhead images in Figure
4a, with similar results.

Conclusions
We have shown that stipple distribution statistics vary among hand-drawn, computer-generated, and natural stipple textures. These differences
affect the aesthetics associated with the given
stipple characteristics. By applying a GLCM texture analysis, we can mathematically define these
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Figure 5. Hand-drawn and computer-generated stippling in botanical illustrations, with varied GLCM offset directions. (a) Stipple
images of tropical pitcher plant’s trap, with detailed samples. Images from left are hand-drawings by William M. Andrews and
Andrew Swift and computer-generated illustrations from Secord, Sousa, and Schlechtweg. (b) Texture statistics with horizontal
offset, (c) texture statistics with vertical offset, and (d) texture statistics with southeast offset.
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Figure 6. Comparing hand-drawn stippling with natural textures. (a) Hand-drawn and photographic images with detailed
samples. Images from left are hand-drawings by Gerald P. Hodge1 and Emily S. Damstra and photographs of pinot noir granite
and quartzite (from Juracek14). (b) Texture statistics.

differences and provide quantitative metrics that
explain why these different aesthetics occur.
Our results show that hand-drawn stippling has
an aesthetic similar to natural textures. Furthermore, with respect to our downsampling normalization, hand-drawn textures favor the placement
of stipples within approximately a 5-pixel radius
from existing pixels. As artists move out from
their seed stipple points, the texture reaches a
uniform distribution with a low correlation between the seed stipples and neighboring areas. We
found this pattern in all four artists’ textures, and
although the curves of their textures have slight
variations, the underlying pattern remains the
same. We also found that natural textures exhibit
a strong local correlation among texture pixels,
decreasing in correlation as the distance from the
source increases.
In contrast, stipple placement in computergenerated textures doesn’t follow the same patterns
as hand-drawn and natural samples. Computer-

generated texture statistics show undesired correlation across the texture or a lack of correlation
near the seed stipple point.
To quantitatively describe what we visually observed in the stipple texture correlation statistics, we also measured the correlation coefficient
between the GLCM correlation statistics to determine whether there is a linear relationship between our texture samples’ correlation statistics.
The correlation coefficient ρ of two variables is
defined in terms of their covariance and standard
deviations as
ρ = [cov(X, Y)]/(σXσY)
where X and Y are the texture correlation statistics
being compared. This gives us a quick and easy way
to compare the relationship between two textures’
correlation statistics. If no relationship exists, the
correlation coefficient is 0. If the correlation statistics match perfectly, the correlation coefficient is 1.
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Figure 7. Hand-drawn and computer-generated stippling, with larger sample sizes. (a) Stipple images of a tropical pitcher plant’s
trap, with detailed samples. Images from left are a hand-drawing by William M. Andrews and computer-generated images from
Secord, Sousa, and Schlechtweg. (b) Texture statistics.

Table 1. Correlation coefficients of GLCM statistical correlations from Figure 5b (left).
Artist or technique

Andrews

Swift

Secord

Sousa

Schlechtweg

Andrews

1.0

0.8558

0.2564

0.3031

0.8369

Swift

0.8558

1.0

0.3893

0.3961

0.7459

Secord

0.2564

0.3893

1.0

–0.1064

0.1946

Sousa

0.3031

0.3961

–0.1064

1.0

0.3186

Schlechtweg

0.8369

0.7459

0.1946

0.3186

1.0

We tested the correlation coefficient for all previously discussed plots. Table 1 shows the correlation
coefficients for the texture correlation statistics
shown in Figure 5b (left). These coefficients are
representative of all the other texture correlation
statistics discussed in this article. Table 1 shows
that the GLCM correlation coefficient between
hand-drawn images is large (0.8558), indicating
that the signals are closely related. When we compare the hand-drawn GLCM correlation statistics
to those of the computer-generated images, we find
that the correlation coefficient is very low (less
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than 0.4), indicating that these signals are not related. However, comparing the hand-drawn GLCM
correlation statistics with Schlechtweg’s shows that
the correlation coefficient is large. You can see this
easily in Figure 5b, where both Schlechtweg’s and
the hand-drawn image plots have smooth curves,
falling from a high correlation at an offset of one
pixel to a low correlation as the offset approaches
five pixels. At the same time, however, it is easy to
see that Schlechtweg’s texture contains a repeated
pattern not present in the hand-drawn stipples.
Overall, current computer-generated stipple tex-

tures, generated with mathematical distribution
functions such as Poisson and Voronoi, don’t compare
well statistically with hand-drawn stipples. However,
stipple renderers that base stipple placement on factors such as shading and illumination seem to come
closer to matching artistic textures. Therefore, generating stipple distribution functions that approximate these local-coherency patterns might match
hand-drawn stipple patterns more closely.
Here, we have shown only a small sample of our
analyzed stipple textures. The samples we chose
for this article are representative of a wide variety of systems. These images provide a realistic
comparison since both the artists and the NPR algorithms used the same input—3D models of the
skeleton, arrowhead, and tropical pitcher plant.
We have other texture samples, as well as samples
from different portions of the presented images,
that also have the same texture statistics.
Because the GLCM is defined by the orientation d while taking into account other statistical
texture properties, computer artists could use the
GLCM in creating NPR textures. Researchers have
already used the GLCM for texture synthesis. Copeland, Ravichandran, and Trivedi presented an
analysis of texture synthesis algorithms based on
the GLCM of a texture field.15 They used this work
to synthesize pigskin, raffia, and wood textures
and conducted a perceptual study to analyze the
effectiveness of the synthesis. We plan to extend
this work, using our analysis of stippling as the
basis of texture generation.
The discrepancies between hand-drawn and computer-generated texture statistics show that there is
still room for improvement in computer-generated
stipple textures. In the small sample we analyzed,
hand-drawn texture statistics seem to have a higher
correlation to real textures. From the GLCM statistics we presented in this article, we plan to develop
stipple distribution functions and a new set of principles to guide stipple texturing.
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